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I. INTR~JXJCTI~N 
Consider the Fredholm integral equation of the second kind 
(1.1) 
where g(x), h(x) and K(x, y) are continuous1 for 0 < x, y < 1. A classical 
method of approximate solution is based on a general quadrature formula 
Using this, one replaces (1.1) by the algebraic linear system 
&&d - 2 wnkK(tni 9 hk)&#nk) = &ni), j = 1, ***, n. (1.3) 
k=l 
If this system has a solution, then an approximate solution g,(x), 0 < x < 1 
of (1.1) is obtained by interpolation, e.g., linear or Lagrange. 
Kantorovitch [2] has considered such a replacement in a general setting 
in which (1.1) and (1.3) are viewed in distinct Banach spaces X and X, 
respectively. A subspace X’ of X is supposed isomorphic to 8; the interpola- 
tion mentioned provides the isomorphism from 8 to X’. In this setting, 
Kantorovitch obtains conditions under which the solvability of (1.1) implies 
* Sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, U.S. Army, Madison, Wisconsin, 
under Contract No. DA-l l-022-ORD-2059. 
i The results remain valid if K(x, y) is mildly discontinuous, i.e. if K(x, y) is 
continuous for 0 < X, y < 1 except on a finite number of continuous curves y = p,(x), 
0 <x < 1, i = 1, **a, m, and K(x, y) is bounded. In this case, the weights e~,,~, 
k = 1, I*., n are also assumed nonnegative (cf. Section II). We do not pursue this 
here. See Section VI of [l]. 
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that of (1.3) and conversely, and obtains error estimates for the approximate 
solutions of (1 .I) derived from (1.3). 
In a more classical manner, Biickner [3, 41 shows the convergence as 
n -+co of step-function approximations obtained from (1.3) to the solution 
of (1.1). However, his error estimates involve computation of the Fredholm 
determinants in (1 .l), and so are inconvenient. 
An interpolation scheme more appropriate for obtaining approximate 
solutions of (I .l) than those above is simply to replace tnj in (1.3) by X; thus, 
given a solution gn(ak), k = I, ..., n, of (1.3), define 
W,kf% G&k) gr&k)7 O<s<l. (1.4) 
k=l 
This method was used by Nystriim [5] and is discussed by Kantorovitch and 
Krylov [6]. But it does not seem to fit into the scheme given by Kantorovitch 
in [2] unless artificial restrictions are imposed on K, for example, that the 
functions K(x, tnk), k = 1, ..‘, n, be linearly independent. The advantages of 
(1.4) lie first, in the possibility of considering a smaller system (1.3) than with 
other interpolation schemes, yet obtaining an acceptably accurate approximate 
solution in all of 0 < x < 1; and second, in the theoretical simplifications 
afforded by viewing (1.4) as an equation in the same space as (1 .I). 
Recently, Mysovskih [7, 81, derived certain estimates by which he proved 
that, under suitable conditions, the unique solvability of (1 .l) implies that 
of (1.3) for sufficiently large n. He also obtained error estimates for the 
approximate solutions (in [8] these apply only at the nodes tnk). 
The main purpose of this paper is to present a generalization of Mysovskih’s 
results which also yields a converse of the implication above, along with error 
estimates (for 0 < x < 1) in both cases. By the converse proposition one can 
rigorously conclude the solvability of an integral equation from numerical 
results. 
The generalization applies, in fact, to sequences of operators which con- 
verge pointwise in a Banach space and are compact in aggregate (defined in 
Section II). The general statements are collected in Sections III and IV, while 
Sections II and V are concerned specifically with integral operators. 
II. DISCUSSIONOFTHE~NTEGRAL OPERATORS 
We shall consider (1 .I) in the Banach space C of continuous functions 
f(x),O<x<l,withthenornIIf~/ = max ) f(x) 1. Let K denote the integral 
operator on C with the kernel K(x, y): 
(2.1) 
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and let M = max / k-(x, y) / for 0 < X, y < 1. Thus K is bounded and 
Since the set (Kf : 11 f ) / < l} is bounded and equicontinuous, it has compact 
closure by the Arzel$-Ascoli Lemma. Therefore K is a compact (completely 
continuous) operator. 
Concerning the quadrature formula (1.2) we assume2 




for some B (0~). The rectangular, trapezoidal, Simpson and Gauss (but not 
the Newton-Cotes) quadrature formulas have these properties. 
For each n >, 1, let K, denote the operator on C defined by 
eo,kKh tnk)f(tnk), O<X<l. (2.5) 
These operators are uniformly bounded, 
P-6) 
and each K, is compact. But further than that, by the ArzeltAscoli Lemma, 
the set 
has compact closure. A set of operators with this property will be called 
compact in aggregate, a concept which generalizes immediately to arbitrary 
sets of operators between Banach spaces. 
The original equation (1 .I) can now be written as 
(I-K)g=h, (2.7) 
___- 
2 Actually, (2.3) ---f (2.4) by the principle of uniform boundedness. 
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while as an approximating equation in C we consider (cf. (1.3) and (1.4)) 
(I - K,)g, = h. (2.8) 
If (2.8) has a solution g,(x), then the algebraic system (1.3) has the solution 
(gn(tnj),j = 1, ‘.‘, n}; conversely, if (1.3) has such a solution, then (2.8) 
(in the form (1.4)) yields a solution gn(x), 0 < x < I of (2.8). Thus, (2.8) 
is essentially equivalent to the algebraic linear system (1.3). 
It follows from (2.3) that (KJ) (x) + (Kf) (x) as n -fco, for 0 < x < 1 
and each f E C. Now, for each fixed f E C, the set of functions (K, f) (x), 
n > 1, is equicontinuous by (2.4) and (2.5). W e recall the general proposition 
that elementwise convergence of equicontinuous functions from one metric 
space to another is necessarily uniform on compact subsets of the domain 
space. Because norm convergence in C is uniform convergence on 0 < x < 1, 
we thus have 
iiK,f--Kfj/+O as n --ma, fEC. (2.9) 
However, 
ilK,-Klj-+O as n-tco if K(x, y) $0; (2.10) 
in fact, / 1 K, - K / / 3 / / K j 1, n 3 1. Nonetheless, using again the general 
proposition above, we conclude from (2.6) that the convergence in (2.9) is 
uniform on compact subsets of C. 
The following theorem is proved in the context of integral operators on C. 
It is the key to the application of the later results to the original problem. 
The generalization to operators compact in agregate is given in the next 
section. However, the generalization does not yield the desirable estimates 
included below. 
THEOREM 1. 
\\K,K-KK2))-+0 as n -30, (2.11) 
\IKK,-K:I(-+O us n--too. (2.12) 
(Estimates are given by (2.13) and (2.14) below.) 
PROOF. By the definitions (2.1) and (2.5) of K and K,, , 
WY) (4= s:, [I: W, t) KG, Y) dt] f(r) 4; 
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2 I IS 0 0 
W, t> W, Y) dt - 2 
k=l 
wnkK(x, bk) mk ) Y> 1 dY (2.13) 
Use (2.3) and the general proposition used in the discussion of (2.9) in order 
to obtain (2.11) and (2.12). Error formulas for the quadrature rule employed, 
applied to the integrand K(x, t) K(t, y) as a function of t, yield practical 
estimates from (2.13) and (2.14). Q.E.D. 
III. THE FUNDAMENTALTHEOREM 
In this and the following section the discussion will concern equations of 
the form (2.7) and (2.8) in an abstract Banach space E with elementsf, g, h, . . . . 
It will be seen that the operators K and K, , n > 1, of the preceding section 
satisfy the hypotheses below, which will be assumed throughout these sec- 
. tions. The general theory also applies to multidimensional integral equations, 
i.e. where x and y may be vectors in an m-dimensional space. 
Let K, K, , n > 1, be bounded linear operators on E into E such that 
(i) K is compact, 
(ii) VG : n > l} is compact in aggregate, 
(iii) IIK,f-Kf/)-+Oforeachf~E. 
As mentioned, Theorem 1 still applies, but without estimates: 
THEOREM 2. Zf K and K,, satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii), then 
jlK,K-KKZjI-+O as n+m, (3.1) 
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and 
IIKKn-K~/I+O as n+co. (3.2) 
PROOF. The principle of uniform boundedness implies the operators K, , 
-.., n i-- 1, are uniformly bounded. Then the convergence in (iii) is uniform on 
compact subsets of E, by the same general proposition employed previously 
in Section II. Thus (3.1) holds since K,K - K2 = (K, - K) K and since 
by (i) the set {Kf : iif /i < l} has compact closure. Similarly (3.2) holds 
since by (ii) the set 
ij VW: llfll G 11 
n-1 
has compact closure. Q.E.D. 
We comment that in general 11 Kk’, - K2 / / ft 0 and I/ K,K - Kz 1 I++ 0. 
Indeed, KK, - K2 = K(K, - K) and the compactness argument fails; 
rather, (2.10) applies. Similarly for K,,K - Kz . 
Our main concern is with the relation between the inverse of Z - K and 
Z - K,L If (I - K)-l exists (i.e., if Z - K is one-to-one) then (I -- K)-l is 
defined on all of E by the generalized Fredholm alternative, and (I - K)-l 
is bounded by the closed graph theorem. Similar statements apply to 
(I - K,)-l. The following known theorem relates (I --- K)-’ and (I - K&l. 
THEOREM A. Let K and K,, satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii). Then 
(a) (I - K)-1 exists 
;f and only if 
(b) ,for all n su$G-ntly large, (I - K&l exists and is bounded uniformly 
in n. 
Whenmer (a) OY (b) holds, 
(c) g,==(Z-KK,)~lh--+g=(Z-K)-lhasn~co, hEE. 
This theorem may be proved by contradiction and the Fredholm alter- 
native, along with hypothesis (ii) in particular. But such a proof does not 
yield the useful bounds obtained in the alternative proof by means of the 
theorems below. 
The following is the fundamental theorem in our development. 
THEOREM 3. Let S and T be bounded linear operators on E. Suppose 
that (I -- S)-l exists as u (necessarily bounded) operator defined on the whole 
space and 
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Then (I - T)-’ exists and 
1 + 11 V - W II II T II ~~(z-TT)-l~~ 1 - ~( -~S)-lIII(ST_T2((’ (3.4) 
PROOF. Note that 
(I - S + T) (I - T) = Z - S + ST - T2. 
Operate with (I - S)-l to obtain 
[I + (I - S)-l T] (Z - T) = Z + (Z - S)-l (ST - T2). (3.5) 
By (3.3), the operator on the right has a bounded inverse defined on the whole 
space. Operate with this inverse to obtain 
[Z + (I - S)-l (ST - T2)]-’ [I + (Z - S)-l T] (Z - T) = I. 
Therefore, Z - T is one-to-one, so that (Z - T)-l exists as an operator 
defined on the range of Z - T, and 
(I - T)-l = [I + (Z - S)-l (ST - Te)]-l [Z + (Z - S)-l T], (3.6) 
from which (3.4) follows. Q.E.D. 
Note that if T is compact then (3.6) defines (I - T)-l on the whole space. 
This proof may be motivated in the context of integral operators on C 
(see Section II). When (I - K)-l exists, one has (Z - K)-l = Z + R, where 




R-K=RK and R = (I + R) K = (Z - K)-l K. 
Define R, and (Z&Y)% by analogy with K,, (cf. (2.5)). Then 
R, - K, = (RK)n = RK,, and R,=(Z+R)K,=(Z-K)-lK,. 
One may view Z + R, as an approximate inverse of Z - K, . Thus 
(Z+R,)(Z-KJ=Z+R,-KK,-RR,K,=Z+RK,-RR,K,, 
that is 
[I + (I - K)-’ K,] (Z - K,) = Z + (I - K)-l (K - K,) K,, . (3.7) 
This corresponds to (3.5) in the proof above. 
When (Z - Km)-’ exists, the appropriate choice of an approximate inverse 
of Z - K is suggested by (3.7), namely, Z + (Z - K&l K (rather than 
(Z - K&l which suggests itself more immediately). 
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II’. RELATIONS BETWEEN(~ - K)-l AND(I - K&l; ERROR ESTIMATES 
We now apply Theorems 2 and 3 to the problem of relating (I - K)-’ and 
(I - I&-‘. The next theorem yields (a) * (b) in Theorem A, and is essen- 
tially due to Mysovskih. 
THEOREM 4. Let K and K,, , n 2 I, satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) of Sec- 
tion III. Let (I -- K)-l exist. Then (I - K,)-l exists for all n such that 
I/ KK~ - K," I/ < ,( (1 -la)1 ,, 
and in particular, for all sujiciently large n. Moreover, if (4.1) holds, then 
II V - KY II < 1 + 11 V - W’ II II K II 1 - /IV - K)-’ II II KK - K: II (4.2) 
and the operators (I - K&l are bounded uniformly in n. 
PROOF. The theorem is a direct consequence of Theorems 2 and 3, and 
the uniform boundedness of the K, . Q.E.D. 
The following theorem is stronger than the converse implication (b) => (a) 
of Theorem A, since the inequality (4.3) b e ow need hold only for one value 1 
of n to conclude that (I - K)-l exists. 
THEOREM 5. Let K and K, , n > 1, satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), of Section III. 
For some n, suppose that (I - K,)-l exists and 
llKnK--K211 < ,,(I-;)pl,I * n 
Then (I - K)-’ exists and 
II (1 - K)-’ II d 1 + II (I- KY II II K II 
1 - /I (I - K,)-l 11 I( KS - K2 I! ’ (4.4) 
If (I - K,)-l exists and is bounded unsformly for all n 3 no , then (I - K)-’ 
exists and there is an integer n, such that (4.3) and (4.4) hold for all n 2 n1 . 
PROOF. Apply Theorems 3 and 2. Q.E.D. 
Note that by Theorem 4, the validity of (4.3) implies the existence and 
uniform boundedness of all (I - K&l for sufficiently large n. 
The next theorem contains error estimates. These yield the last part of 
Theorem A. 
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Note that the bound (4.7) involves (I - K)-’ and g, while (4.8) involves 
(I - K,J-l and g, . 
THEOREM 6. Let K and K, , n 2 1, satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii) of Sec- 
tion III. Assume (I - K)-l exists and let (I - K) g = h. For any n such that 
(I - K&l exists let (I - K,) g, = h. Then 
llg -grill GIIU--K)-‘/I{/IKh -Kthll +/I=, -Ktli /Ig, II> (4.5) 
and 
II>. (4.6) 
If (4.1) holds then 
IIg-&Il4Iv--K)-‘lI lI~~--K,~Il+I/~~~--~IIIl~l/~ (4.7) 1 - (I (I- Q-l \I 11 KKZ - q (I 
If (4.3) holds then 
II~-~~ll~ll~~--K,~-lIl I/Kh-KK,h)I+~IK~K--K”~I~~g~~l~ (4.8) 1 - II (1 - KP I( II KS - K2 II 
Lastly, 
IIg-&/I+0 as n-co. (4.9) 
PROOF. Note that 
(I--)(g-gg,)=h-((I--)g,=(I--K,)g,-((I--K)g, 
= (K - KJgn = (K - G) (h + KA), 
g - g, = (I - K)-’ {Kh - K,h + (KK, - K:) g,], 
from which (4.5) follows. The proof of (4.6) is similar. Use 
I I gn I I < I I g7z - g I I + I I g I I 
in (4.5) to obtain (4.7), and use 
I If I I G I I B - gn I I + I I & I I 
in (4.6) to obtain (4.8). Finally, (4.9) follows from (iii) and Theorems 2 and 4. 
Q.E.D. 
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V. COMPUTATIONAL REMARKS FOR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
For numerical applications we note that all the quantities in the right 
members of (4.4) and (4.8) can be computed. Any error formula for the 
quadrature formula used yields estimates of 11 K,K - K2 /I, / / KK, - Ki 11, 
and 11 Kh - k;,h 1 j. Since (I - K,) g, = h is equivalent to the linear system 
(1.3), (I - K&l can be expressed in terms of the inverse of the n x n 
matrix {Sj, - K(tnj , t& w&. It follows easily from (1.4) that 
I I (1 - KY I I < 1 + I I Kn I I I I @j, - Wn, , hJ WY I It 
where the norm of the matrix is its maximum row sum. 
If one has available only an approximate solution ,& of (2.8), i.e. 
(I--n)&==++, 
then there is an additional error 
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